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About This Game

game Play

Hyper color ball is a casual, difficult game. The game-play mechanics are based on testing your focus and dexterity skills. With
a fast paced, upbeat soundtrack and a strong vibrant colours. Hyper color ball makes for a fantastic party game. You play as the

Hyper ball, try to not collide with the elements. Collect green balls which give you points and health boost.

color Beat

Hyper color ball uses our 'Color beat' system, the game tracks the frequency of the music and shifts the in-game colors
accordingly.

The Hyper ball will also change color depending on your health, watch out for the elements!

Hyper color ball was conceived during Castle game jam 2016!

Most Important features:

 Skins
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 Better color dynamic

 Achievements

 Audio player lite

 Add your music (wav or ogg)
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Title: Hyper color ball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Czester16
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 1,6 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: available

English
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hyper color ball. hyper color ball badge

If you're looking for a decently-priced overnight stay with a touch of class and a disembodied faceless staff, look no further than
The Spectrum Retreat. This game is intriguing and filled with mystique, giving off vibes of games like Portal and The Stanley
Parable.

The game moves between the hotel where a Westworld-esque narrative is delivered and gets more and more crazy over time,
and a digital-style world where you need to solve color-based puzzles to progress.

A lot of fun and worth checking out if you're a fan of narrative-driven puzzlers. Check out the gameplay and my full first
impressions - https://youtu.be/kbPKoglrR6E. Good game, but it can be better (EA).
Funny. Nice characters and fights.
You can earn achievements.. After the conversatation, I guess I stuck on the map or somewhere, i could hear the bgm, but only
black shown on the screen. I tried restart several times,though it didnt work. could anyone help me?. Tidalis is a 2D puzzle game
that is kinda a cross of match-3 and Tetris. Blocks of various colors drop from the top of the board, and the player can click any
block to cause a stream to move in the direction(s) the arrrow on the block points. If it hits one of the same color, it's redirected
in the way ITS arrow points, up to 3 blocks each step. It's a simple premise, but Tidalis contains an almost limitless number of
spins on this basic format with special modes, block types, speeds, gravity, and any number of other ways to mix up the formula.
for the price which this game frequently goes for, it's absolutely worth the price.

My one negative aspect to this game is the adventure mode - it's very long, and a large number of the levels rely too heavily
upon luck of what the board looks like in its initial state: many levels are only rarely winnable, so it can be frustrating to try to
work your way through the campaign and have to restart a level repeatedly just to get favorable conditions.

At any rate, it's unique among match 3 games, so if you're looking for something that feels both familiar and unique, you should
give this a look.. cant play it freezes my computer up. This game has been abandoned by the devs in a far-from-finished state.
Do NOT spend money. I paid $3 to become a rabbit, save a city from terrorism by remembering the basics of CQC, and fall in
love with a cat man.

Yeah it do.. Love it hands down it takes a few minutes to get the hang of it but that’s like anything new.
But I do have to say this game needs work it’s a bit of a bug fest at the moment think Starship Troopers although it is still very
playable.
But it is heading in the right direction, though bugs make it interesting to say the least.
 "Hail to the king" and "Come get some" to say the most, Get it on sale if you can but if not get it anyway.
When you live in a country with out fireworks this is the next best thing, and it gets the creative juices flowing.
I am even thinking of a NYE display until the save buggered up and lost 7 hours of work. Good game but there are a few things
I sont like about it
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The name "Spacecom" is reflected in the cool sound effects of highly static radio messages. Which you might expect if you
were sending messages across many light years I suppose due to free space path loss... but I digress.

Game music is good (and that's saying a lot). Game play hooks me quite easily. Well done!

If it was just the space battle that would be plenty - but then there is levelling your own character, because, OF COURSE!

If you've never played a space RTS, this is a good introduction to the genre. If you have, this is a minimalist implementation,
and still fun to play.

All the usual elements are here. Speak softly and carry a big fleet. It's a race of who can get the biggest fleets fastest and send
them to the right places, and a micromanaging jam. Maybe a bit too clicky - there are no waypoints unfortunately, so you have
to manually direct every ship that is manufactured. Certainly not a deal-breaker though.

I bought this on sale $1.49 - and I feel no regrets. If anything this game is inspiring and I appreciate the work that went into it.. i
meant to buy the spell pack, this one just plain bad. This is to the people that made brick rigs, i do have some suggestions for a
new update.
1. New weapon: Shotgun, maybe a remington 800
2. New map: Coastline
3. Working water
4. Map Option: Disable building collapes
and lastly...
5. grenades (Flashbangs, AT grenades)
So plz put this in i would be VERY happy :D. You get one track. You cannot do Time Attack or hot lap or Time
Trial...whatever it is called. You get your choice of six teams, format is not the same as the one that took place in 2016, nor are
all the riders available. The format does not run the same as the actual SMX Riders Cup either. While this track can be fun at
times, and it is quite enjoyable lapping riders, it also seems to be very glitchy. Sometimes I think I'm playing Mario Kart with
the weird events that will happen. There is a double that forms odd ruts that will flip your rider on landing. There is a turn that
the AI often fail to negotiate . This results in you being punted off the track while they continue on. I've been pushed very wide
for the holeshot more times than I can count, though that one is just the overall AI's failure to notice you exist at times and
exists in all game modes. And, supringsly, when riding in MX2, I will have Tim Gasjer all up on me for the entire race, but not
MX1, despite my lap times being less than a second apart. And sometimes I will crash out of nowhere, several times mind you,
when attempting to pass a rider. I doubt rubberbanding AI, but....completing a perfect season on Realistic with no rewinds and
restarts was easier.

Milestone doesn't seem to add much DLC to their MXGP series, and I guess I should be thankful for a track that causes me to
swear more than..., I don't know, Gordon Ramsey? But, despite the sometimes fun nature of a pseudo SX track, it's not worth
the money or glitches. If you must have it, I'm sure after time it will go down to a sum that is reasonable to part with..... Lags
extremely badly on my computer, I'm not sure what the deal is, but lowering the graphics all the way down does not fix it.

I have a clean install of the latest amd drivers on my RX 580, I'm using a Ryzen 3 1300x with 8gb of DDR4 at 3200mhz, the
game is installed on an Adata 250gb ssd, and I made sure to close all unnecessary background apps. At the moment I cannot
recommend it to anybody that doesn't have a top spec pc, because the lag makes it unplayable, even when I use the oculus tray
tools to force it to render at 0.7x the native resolution
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